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Marquetta Breslin teaches hair stylists and beauty professionals from around the world how to
builda successful business, gain the freedom they deserve, and live life on their own
terms.Million Dollar Stylist® is about taking your skills and love for doing hair and creating a
future younever thought possible. It's about enjoying a level of freedom you've never
experienced before.It's not a concept or a get-rich-quick strategy. It's about developing a
completely new mindset anda brand new way to approach being a hair stylist. This book will
change the way you attract clients,the way you think about your career, and the way you go
about being a stylist for the rest of yourlife.Gone are the days of constantly chasing new clients
and relying on a single stream of income fromstanding behind the chair for hours on end. You
were made to create and do more! Million DollarStylist® teaches you a new way to look at being
a stylist. It shows you that doing hair is just oneway to create income and freedom for
yourself.Marquetta Breslin reveals how you can finally live life on your own terms and have the
freedom you'vealways wanted while still doing what you love: hair!
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What most stylists can’t see is that they are in a prison of their own making. They are chained to
the chair they thought was going to be their ticket to freedom. Instead, it is the exact opposite.All
I ever wanted to do was style hair. I love hair. I love talking about it, I love cutting it, I love styling it,
and everything in between. Ever since I was a young girl growing up in Bunn – a tiny little town
just north of Raleigh, North Carolina -- I’ve known that I loved working with hair. Doing hair was
my dream.My passion for hair began as a child when my mom or my Aunt Ella would straighten
and curl my hair. After my hair was done, I would sit in front of the mirror for hours admiring their
work. I loved my hair so much that I got in trouble in kindergarten for using my mirror and comb in
class! Even at a young age, as you can see, I loved a great hairstyle.I’m not the only one who’s
had the dream of becoming a hair stylist. In fact, if you’re reading this, then my guess is that we
share in that dream. Unfortunately, there’s something very, very wrong with how that dream plays
out for most stylists.Instead of working hard and creating a life of freedom, fun, and abundance,
most stylists end up finding themselves in a very different situation. They might be working hard,
but all of that hard work isn’t contributing to a better life. Money is tight, the hours are long, and
there’s really no end in sight. Every day is the same: work, work, work.I hate to be the bearer of
bad news, but for the average stylist there’s just no way out of this hamster wheel. Hard work
won’t get you out. In fact, working harder is just going to make it worse.What most stylists can’t
see is that they are in a prison of their own making. They are chained to the chair they thought
was going to be their ticket to freedom. Instead, it is the exact opposite.If you’ve been to
cosmetology school, then you’ll want to listen to what I have to say because what I’m about to
reveal to you could easily change the direction of your life – for the better. The truth is…You Have
Been Brainwashed To FailCosmetology school trained you to fail. I know because I was there,
and what I saw was absolutely terrible. Oh, I learned how to style hair. I learned the techniques,



the processes, and the procedures. In fact, they did a pretty good job of walking me through
everything I needed to know to pass State Board.That’s the problem. State Board gets you a
license, but State Board has nothing to do with how to actually make it as a stylist.I’m guessing
that no one taught you about that – not the truth, anyway. They didn’t teach it because they didn’t
know it. That’s the reason that stylists spend upwards of $15,000 - $20,000 for cosmetology
school, only to get out in the real world and barely scrape by making minimum wage doing hair.
Don’t you think there’s something very wrong with that picture? If you’re in that situation, you
know there is something wrong.I wrote this book because I’ve found another way. I’ve found a
way to make it in the hair industry doing what I love without being chained to a chair 8-12 hours a
day at a big box chain salon. I’m not saying that’s a bad decision if that’s the choice you’ve made
and you’re happy. If you enjoy that, then by all means continue, but I want you to know there’s
much more this industry has to offer to you.I have to tell you that the journey has not been easy.
I’ve made a lot of mistakes. I’ve hit a lot of dead ends. I’ve gotten tripped up time and time again.
I was pretty much on my own to figure out a way to avoid the life of the average stylist.It took me
a little while to get the answer, but I found it. It would sound nice to weave some glamorous story
about how everything fell into place just perfectly but it didn’t. It took time and a whole lot of
work.The real secret for how I found the answer isn’t much of a secret, but it is the truth. I simply
refused to give up on my dream. I found a better way because I refused to settle for anything less
than the type of life I know I’m meant to live.Now, we probably haven’t had the opportunity to
meet, but I’m guessing there’s something inside you that’s not ready to settle for the life of the
average stylist – the life where you work 15 hours a day, never see your family, and still can
barely make ends meet. That’s not a life. That’s misery!Your life is your responsibility. I believe
that 100%, and that’s why I don’t waste any of my life blaming other people for my
circumstances.I’ve made it my mission to show you a better way. In the following pages, I’m
going to walk you through exactly what that is. First, however, it’s important to fully understand
the problem and why it exists. Until you know why so many stylists are set up to fail, there’s no
way you can choose a different path.Now, I have to warn you. What I’m going to talk about might
very well sound like a conspiracy theory. Of course, anything is possible, but there’s really no
way to know for sure if the system is set up to purposely sabotage your career.Really, it doesn’t
matter. Your life is your responsibility. I believe that 100%, and that’s why I don’t waste any of my
life blaming other people for my circumstances.Here’s the first detail you need to know, and I can
guarantee that you’ve never heard this mentioned in cosmetology school.Your Future Success
Has Nothing To Do With HairCan you imagine an instructor in cosmetology school telling you
that? Of course not!Yes, you have to be good. Yes, you should aspire to be great. However, there
are thousands of stylists who are good and great who can barely stay afloat, and it’s not
because they don’t know how to style hair.It’s because how they’ve been taught to turn their
skills into a great living is just flat out wrong! Cosmetology school shows you how to get licensed.
Keep in mind, that’s how they measure their success. To them, more licensed stylists means
more success. Whether or not you succeed isn’t something they care about, but it’s your #1



concern, professionally, so here’s what you need to know:Your success in the hair business has
everything to do with what’s between your ears.Your success in the hair business has everything
to do with what’s between your ears.Anyone who’s been through cosmetology school has to get
rid of some of the B.S. that you picked up along the way. Otherwise, you’re going to face some
real mental obstacles.Your success in the hair industry is controlled by your power and the depth
of your belief about what you deserve. Let me phrase that another way. You don’t get what you
deserve. You get what you believe you deserve. Each is completely different: one leaves your
success up to luck, and the other puts you in control of your success.I assume they never made
this distinction while you were in training, right? Instead, I’m guessing you probably heard the
same overly-used phrases I heard. You have to “put in the time” and “work our way up.” Sound
familiar?I can tell you that plenty of stylists out there have put in the time – decades in this
business – and still don’t have much to show for it except more low-paying work and aching feet
day in and day out. If you’ve ever watched the movie The Secret, which was really popular a
while ago, you know it explained that you gravitate toward where you place your focus.Here’s the
distinction. You don’t get what you think about. You get what you believe. In other words, if deep
down you believe that working in a big box chain for the rest of your life is the best you can do,
then that’s probably the best you’re going to get. It’s very difficult, if not totally impossible, to
create success in your life if you don’t believe it can exist for you.You don’t get what you think
about. You get what you believe.For example, if I told you that you could get paid $40,000+ for
doing someone’s hair a few times, you might think that’s totally impossible. What if I said you
could do that without becoming a “stylist to the stars” or becoming Oprah’s personal hair stylist?
In fact, you could do it with average men and women all over the country…. That makes it sound
even more unlikely, right?That’s the problem. It sure does sound impossible. Let’s be honest: if
you went back to cosmetology school and told them that’s what you wanted to do, they’d laugh
you out of the building. That’s because they don’t believe it’s possible, either!And that’s how it
starts to go wrong; thousands of stylists complete cosmetology school brainwashed into
believing certain fallacies about what they can and cannot do. However, I know a different way is
possible. I know because I’ve done it.Resetting What You Believe About Your Own Value To The
WorldSo here’s a quick “gut check” for you. I want to make sure you’re ready for the journey we’re
about to take together. If you truly think, in the very deepest part of your heart, that you are really
only worth $10.00 an hour to the world, then the place I want to show you probably isn’t
something you’re ready for.On the other hand, if you know, deep down, that there has to be more
to life – more for you in this life – then you are all set for what may be the journey of your
lifetime.Understand that my “gut check” has nothing to do with where you are right at this
moment. You could be struggling like crazy to make ends meet, and that’s okay because where
you’re at today has no control over what you do tomorrow. Don’t let it get to you. It’s not
important.When your client sits down in that chair, she’s doing it for one reason and one reason
only. She knows that what you’re going to do will improve the future of her life in some way.What
is important is what’s inside of you right now. That’s why finding that belief in you that you



deserve better – that you’re going to live better than the typical rat race – is so important. It
provides the fuel and the direction for what we’re about to do.We’re about to go somewhere that
few stylists know about. I’m going to take you through each step of the journey. You certainly
didn’t get a roadmap to this place in cosmetology school. However, I can tell you that if you love
doing hair and want to be successful in the industry, this is the place you want to go. In fact, this
is where you want to live!I’ll tell you all about it in just a few moments. First, there’s a question I
want to ask you that’s super important. You might think I’m crazy when I ask you this question.
On the surface, the answer is going to seem brain-dead obvious, but stick with me here because
this is important. Here’s my question:What Is It Exactly That You Do For A Living?Like I said, it
sounds like there’s an obvious answer, right? Well, I can tell you that the answer is far from
obvious. I can also tell you that if you say something like “I do hair,” then that’s proof you’ve been
brainwashed, and it’s that brainwashing that we’re going to clear out once and for all.MILLION
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achievement.”W. Clement Stone1CHAINED TO THE CHAIR NO MORE!What most stylists can’t
see is that they are in a prison of their own making. They are chained to the chair they thought
was going to be their ticket to freedom. Instead, it is the exact opposite.All I ever wanted to do
was style hair. I love hair. I love talking about it, I love cutting it, I love styling it, and everything in
between. Ever since I was a young girl growing up in Bunn – a tiny little town just north of
Raleigh, North Carolina -- I’ve known that I loved working with hair. Doing hair was my dream.My
passion for hair began as a child when my mom or my Aunt Ella would straighten and curl my
hair. After my hair was done, I would sit in front of the mirror for hours admiring their work. I loved
my hair so much that I got in trouble in kindergarten for using my mirror and comb in class! Even
at a young age, as you can see, I loved a great hairstyle.I’m not the only one who’s had the
dream of becoming a hair stylist. In fact, if you’re reading this, then my guess is that we share in
that dream. Unfortunately, there’s something very, very wrong with how that dream plays out for
most stylists.Instead of working hard and creating a life of freedom, fun, and abundance, most
stylists end up finding themselves in a very different situation. They might be working hard, but
all of that hard work isn’t contributing to a better life. Money is tight, the hours are long, and
there’s really no end in sight. Every day is the same: work, work, work.I hate to be the bearer of
bad news, but for the average stylist there’s just no way out of this hamster wheel. Hard work
won’t get you out. In fact, working harder is just going to make it worse.What most stylists can’t
see is that they are in a prison of their own making. They are chained to the chair they thought
was going to be their ticket to freedom. Instead, it is the exact opposite.If you’ve been to
cosmetology school, then you’ll want to listen to what I have to say because what I’m about to
reveal to you could easily change the direction of your life – for the better. The truth is…You Have
Been Brainwashed To FailCosmetology school trained you to fail. I know because I was there,
and what I saw was absolutely terrible. Oh, I learned how to style hair. I learned the techniques,
the processes, and the procedures. In fact, they did a pretty good job of walking me through
everything I needed to know to pass State Board.That’s the problem. State Board gets you a
license, but State Board has nothing to do with how to actually make it as a stylist.I’m guessing
that no one taught you about that – not the truth, anyway. They didn’t teach it because they didn’t
know it. That’s the reason that stylists spend upwards of $15,000 - $20,000 for cosmetology
school, only to get out in the real world and barely scrape by making minimum wage doing hair.
Don’t you think there’s something very wrong with that picture? If you’re in that situation, you
know there is something wrong.I wrote this book because I’ve found another way. I’ve found a
way to make it in the hair industry doing what I love without being chained to a chair 8-12 hours a
day at a big box chain salon. I’m not saying that’s a bad decision if that’s the choice you’ve made
and you’re happy. If you enjoy that, then by all means continue, but I want you to know there’s
much more this industry has to offer to you.I have to tell you that the journey has not been easy.
I’ve made a lot of mistakes. I’ve hit a lot of dead ends. I’ve gotten tripped up time and time again.
I was pretty much on my own to figure out a way to avoid the life of the average stylist.It took me
a little while to get the answer, but I found it. It would sound nice to weave some glamorous story



about how everything fell into place just perfectly but it didn’t. It took time and a whole lot of
work.The real secret for how I found the answer isn’t much of a secret, but it is the truth. I simply
refused to give up on my dream. I found a better way because I refused to settle for anything less
than the type of life I know I’m meant to live.Now, we probably haven’t had the opportunity to
meet, but I’m guessing there’s something inside you that’s not ready to settle for the life of the
average stylist – the life where you work 15 hours a day, never see your family, and still can
barely make ends meet. That’s not a life. That’s misery!Your life is your responsibility. I believe
that 100%, and that’s why I don’t waste any of my life blaming other people for my
circumstances.I’ve made it my mission to show you a better way. In the following pages, I’m
going to walk you through exactly what that is. First, however, it’s important to fully understand
the problem and why it exists. Until you know why so many stylists are set up to fail, there’s no
way you can choose a different path.Now, I have to warn you. What I’m going to talk about might
very well sound like a conspiracy theory. Of course, anything is possible, but there’s really no
way to know for sure if the system is set up to purposely sabotage your career.Really, it doesn’t
matter. Your life is your responsibility. I believe that 100%, and that’s why I don’t waste any of my
life blaming other people for my circumstances.Here’s the first detail you need to know, and I can
guarantee that you’ve never heard this mentioned in cosmetology school.Your Future Success
Has Nothing To Do With HairCan you imagine an instructor in cosmetology school telling you
that? Of course not!Yes, you have to be good. Yes, you should aspire to be great. However, there
are thousands of stylists who are good and great who can barely stay afloat, and it’s not
because they don’t know how to style hair.It’s because how they’ve been taught to turn their
skills into a great living is just flat out wrong! Cosmetology school shows you how to get licensed.
Keep in mind, that’s how they measure their success. To them, more licensed stylists means
more success. Whether or not you succeed isn’t something they care about, but it’s your #1
concern, professionally, so here’s what you need to know:Your success in the hair business has
everything to do with what’s between your ears.Your success in the hair business has everything
to do with what’s between your ears.Anyone who’s been through cosmetology school has to get
rid of some of the B.S. that you picked up along the way. Otherwise, you’re going to face some
real mental obstacles.Your success in the hair industry is controlled by your power and the depth
of your belief about what you deserve. Let me phrase that another way. You don’t get what you
deserve. You get what you believe you deserve. Each is completely different: one leaves your
success up to luck, and the other puts you in control of your success.I assume they never made
this distinction while you were in training, right? Instead, I’m guessing you probably heard the
same overly-used phrases I heard. You have to “put in the time” and “work our way up.” Sound
familiar?I can tell you that plenty of stylists out there have put in the time – decades in this
business – and still don’t have much to show for it except more low-paying work and aching feet
day in and day out. If you’ve ever watched the movie The Secret, which was really popular a
while ago, you know it explained that you gravitate toward where you place your focus.Here’s the
distinction. You don’t get what you think about. You get what you believe. In other words, if deep



down you believe that working in a big box chain for the rest of your life is the best you can do,
then that’s probably the best you’re going to get. It’s very difficult, if not totally impossible, to
create success in your life if you don’t believe it can exist for you.You don’t get what you think
about. You get what you believe.For example, if I told you that you could get paid $40,000+ for
doing someone’s hair a few times, you might think that’s totally impossible. What if I said you
could do that without becoming a “stylist to the stars” or becoming Oprah’s personal hair stylist?
In fact, you could do it with average men and women all over the country…. That makes it sound
even more unlikely, right?That’s the problem. It sure does sound impossible. Let’s be honest: if
you went back to cosmetology school and told them that’s what you wanted to do, they’d laugh
you out of the building. That’s because they don’t believe it’s possible, either!And that’s how it
starts to go wrong; thousands of stylists complete cosmetology school brainwashed into
believing certain fallacies about what they can and cannot do. However, I know a different way is
possible. I know because I’ve done it.Resetting What You Believe About Your Own Value To The
WorldSo here’s a quick “gut check” for you. I want to make sure you’re ready for the journey we’re
about to take together. If you truly think, in the very deepest part of your heart, that you are really
only worth $10.00 an hour to the world, then the place I want to show you probably isn’t
something you’re ready for.On the other hand, if you know, deep down, that there has to be more
to life – more for you in this life – then you are all set for what may be the journey of your
lifetime.Understand that my “gut check” has nothing to do with where you are right at this
moment. You could be struggling like crazy to make ends meet, and that’s okay because where
you’re at today has no control over what you do tomorrow. Don’t let it get to you. It’s not
important.When your client sits down in that chair, she’s doing it for one reason and one reason
only. She knows that what you’re going to do will improve the future of her life in some way.What
is important is what’s inside of you right now. That’s why finding that belief in you that you
deserve better – that you’re going to live better than the typical rat race – is so important. It
provides the fuel and the direction for what we’re about to do.We’re about to go somewhere that
few stylists know about. I’m going to take you through each step of the journey. You certainly
didn’t get a roadmap to this place in cosmetology school. However, I can tell you that if you love
doing hair and want to be successful in the industry, this is the place you want to go. In fact, this
is where you want to live!I’ll tell you all about it in just a few moments. First, there’s a question I
want to ask you that’s super important. You might think I’m crazy when I ask you this question.
On the surface, the answer is going to seem brain-dead obvious, but stick with me here because
this is important. Here’s my question:What Is It Exactly That You Do For A Living?Like I said, it
sounds like there’s an obvious answer, right? Well, I can tell you that the answer is far from
obvious. I can also tell you that if you say something like “I do hair,” then that’s proof you’ve been
brainwashed, and it’s that brainwashing that we’re going to clear out once and for
all.11CHAINED TO THE CHAIR NO MORE!What most stylists can’t see is that they are in a
prison of their own making. They are chained to the chair they thought was going to be their
ticket to freedom. Instead, it is the exact opposite.What most stylists can’t see is that they are in



a prison of their own making. They are chained to the chair they thought was going to be their
ticket to freedom. Instead, it is the exact opposite.What most stylists can’t see is that they are in
a prison of their own making. They are chained to the chair they thought was going to be their
ticket to freedom. Instead, it is the exact opposite.All I ever wanted to do was style hair. I love
hair. I love talking about it, I love cutting it, I love styling it, and everything in between. Ever since I
was a young girl growing up in Bunn – a tiny little town just north of Raleigh, North Carolina -- I’ve
known that I loved working with hair. Doing hair was my dream.My passion for hair began as a
child when my mom or my Aunt Ella would straighten and curl my hair. After my hair was done, I
would sit in front of the mirror for hours admiring their work. I loved my hair so much that I got in
trouble in kindergarten for using my mirror and comb in class! Even at a young age, as you can
see, I loved a great hairstyle.I’m not the only one who’s had the dream of becoming a hair stylist.
In fact, if you’re reading this, then my guess is that we share in that dream. Unfortunately, there’s
something very, very wrong with how that dream plays out for most stylists.Instead of working
hard and creating a life of freedom, fun, and abundance, most stylists end up finding themselves
in a very different situation. They might be working hard, but all of that hard work isn’t
contributing to a better life. Money is tight, the hours are long, and there’s really no end in sight.
Every day is the same: work, work, work.I hate to be the bearer of bad news, but for the average
stylist there’s just no way out of this hamster wheel. Hard work won’t get you out. In fact, working
harder is just going to make it worse.What most stylists can’t see is that they are in a prison of
their own making. They are chained to the chair they thought was going to be their ticket to
freedom. Instead, it is the exact opposite.If you’ve been to cosmetology school, then you’ll want
to listen to what I have to say because what I’m about to reveal to you could easily change the
direction of your life – for the better. The truth is…You Have Been Brainwashed To FailYou Have
Been Brainwashed To FailCosmetology school trained you to fail. I know because I was there,
and what I saw was absolutely terrible. Oh, I learned how to style hair. I learned the techniques,
the processes, and the procedures. In fact, they did a pretty good job of walking me through
everything I needed to know to pass State Board.That’s the problem. State Board gets you a
license, but State Board has nothing to do with how to actually make it as a stylist.I’m guessing
that no one taught you about that – not the truth, anyway. They didn’t teach it because they didn’t
know it. That’s the reason that stylists spend upwards of $15,000 - $20,000 for cosmetology
school, only to get out in the real world and barely scrape by making minimum wage doing hair.
Don’t you think there’s something very wrong with that picture? If you’re in that situation, you
know there is something wrong.I wrote this book because I’ve found another way. I’ve found a
way to make it in the hair industry doing what I love without being chained to a chair 8-12 hours a
day at a big box chain salon. I’m not saying that’s a bad decision if that’s the choice you’ve made
and you’re happy. If you enjoy that, then by all means continue, but I want you to know there’s
much more this industry has to offer to you.I have to tell you that the journey has not been easy.
I’ve made a lot of mistakes. I’ve hit a lot of dead ends. I’ve gotten tripped up time and time again.
I was pretty much on my own to figure out a way to avoid the life of the average stylist.It took me



a little while to get the answer, but I found it. It would sound nice to weave some glamorous story
about how everything fell into place just perfectly but it didn’t. It took time and a whole lot of
work.The real secret for how I found the answer isn’t much of a secret, but it is the truth. I simply
refused to give up on my dream. I found a better way because I refused to settle for anything less
than the type of life I know I’m meant to live.Now, we probably haven’t had the opportunity to
meet, but I’m guessing there’s something inside you that’s not ready to settle for the life of the
average stylist – the life where you work 15 hours a day, never see your family, and still can
barely make ends meet. That’s not a life. That’s misery!Your life is your responsibility. I believe
that 100%, and that’s why I don’t waste any of my life blaming other people for my
circumstances.Your life is your responsibility. I believe that 100%, and that’s why I don’t waste
any of my life blaming other people for my circumstances.Your life is your responsibility. I believe
that 100%, and that’s why I don’t waste any of my life blaming other people for my
circumstances.I’ve made it my mission to show you a better way. In the following pages, I’m
going to walk you through exactly what that is. First, however, it’s important to fully understand
the problem and why it exists. Until you know why so many stylists are set up to fail, there’s no
way you can choose a different path.Now, I have to warn you. What I’m going to talk about might
very well sound like a conspiracy theory. Of course, anything is possible, but there’s really no
way to know for sure if the system is set up to purposely sabotage your career.Really, it doesn’t
matter. Your life is your responsibility. I believe that 100%, and that’s why I don’t waste any of my
life blaming other people for my circumstances.Here’s the first detail you need to know, and I can
guarantee that you’ve never heard this mentioned in cosmetology school.Your Future Success
Has Nothing To Do With HairYour Future Success Has Nothing To Do With HairCan you imagine
an instructor in cosmetology school telling you that? Of course not!Yes, you have to be good.
Yes, you should aspire to be great. However, there are thousands of stylists who are good and
great who can barely stay afloat, and it’s not because they don’t know how to style hair.It’s
because how they’ve been taught to turn their skills into a great living is just flat out wrong!
Cosmetology school shows you how to get licensed. Keep in mind, that’s how they measure
their success. To them, more licensed stylists means more success. Whether or not you
succeed isn’t something they care about, but it’s your #1 concern, professionally, so here’s what
you need to know:Your success in the hair business has everything to do with what’s between
your ears.Your success in the hair business has everything to do with what’s between your
ears.Your success in the hair business has everything to do with what’s between your ears.Your
success in the hair business has everything to do with what’s between your ears.Anyone who’s
been through cosmetology school has to get rid of some of the B.S. that you picked up along the
way. Otherwise, you’re going to face some real mental obstacles.Your success in the hair
industry is controlled by your power and the depth of your belief about what you deserve. Let me
phrase that another way. You don’t get what you deserve. You get what you believe you deserve.
Each is completely different: one leaves your success up to luck, and the other puts you in
control of your success.I assume they never made this distinction while you were in training,



right? Instead, I’m guessing you probably heard the same overly-used phrases I heard. You have
to “put in the time” and “work our way up.” Sound familiar?I can tell you that plenty of stylists out
there have put in the time – decades in this business – and still don’t have much to show for it
except more low-paying work and aching feet day in and day out. If you’ve ever watched the
movie The Secret, which was really popular a while ago, you know it explained that you gravitate
toward where you place your focus.Here’s the distinction. You don’t get what you think about.
You get what you believe. In other words, if deep down you believe that working in a big box
chain for the rest of your life is the best you can do, then that’s probably the best you’re going to
get. It’s very difficult, if not totally impossible, to create success in your life if you don’t believe it
can exist for you.You don’t get what you think about. You get what you believe.You don’t get what
you think about. You get what you believe.You don’t get what you think about. You get what you
believe.For example, if I told you that you could get paid $40,000+ for doing someone’s hair a
few times, you might think that’s totally impossible. What if I said you could do that without
becoming a “stylist to the stars” or becoming Oprah’s personal hair stylist? In fact, you could do it
with average men and women all over the country…. That makes it sound even more unlikely,
right?That’s the problem. It sure does sound impossible. Let’s be honest: if you went back to
cosmetology school and told them that’s what you wanted to do, they’d laugh you out of the
building. That’s because they don’t believe it’s possible, either!And that’s how it starts to go
wrong; thousands of stylists complete cosmetology school brainwashed into believing certain
fallacies about what they can and cannot do. However, I know a different way is possible. I know
because I’ve done it.Resetting What You Believe About Your Own Value To The WorldResetting
What You Believe About Your Own Value To The WorldSo here’s a quick “gut check” for you. I
want to make sure you’re ready for the journey we’re about to take together. If you truly think, in
the very deepest part of your heart, that you are really only worth $10.00 an hour to the world,
then the place I want to show you probably isn’t something you’re ready for.On the other hand, if
you know, deep down, that there has to be more to life – more for you in this life – then you are all
set for what may be the journey of your lifetime.Understand that my “gut check” has nothing to
do with where you are right at this moment. You could be struggling like crazy to make ends
meet, and that’s okay because where you’re at today has no control over what you do tomorrow.
Don’t let it get to you. It’s not important.When your client sits down in that chair, she’s doing it for
one reason and one reason only. She knows that what you’re going to do will improve the future
of her life in some way.When your client sits down in that chair, she’s doing it for one reason and
one reason only. She knows that what you’re going to do will improve the future of her life in
some way.When your client sits down in that chair, she’s doing it for one reason and one reason
only. She knows that what you’re going to do will improve the future of her life in some way.What
is important is what’s inside of you right now. That’s why finding that belief in you that you
deserve better – that you’re going to live better than the typical rat race – is so important. It
provides the fuel and the direction for what we’re about to do.We’re about to go somewhere that
few stylists know about. I’m going to take you through each step of the journey. You certainly



didn’t get a roadmap to this place in cosmetology school. However, I can tell you that if you love
doing hair and want to be successful in the industry, this is the place you want to go. In fact, this
is where you want to live!I’ll tell you all about it in just a few moments. First, there’s a question I
want to ask you that’s super important. You might think I’m crazy when I ask you this question.
On the surface, the answer is going to seem brain-dead obvious, but stick with me here because
this is important. Here’s my question:What Is It Exactly That You Do For A Living?What Is It
Exactly That You Do For A Living?Like I said, it sounds like there’s an obvious answer, right?
Well, I can tell you that the answer is far from obvious. I can also tell you that if you say
something like “I do hair,” then that’s proof you’ve been brainwashed, and it’s that brainwashing
that we’re going to clear out once and for all.
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Lauryn Renee, “Relatable quick read. I loved the fact that she got straight to the point with things.
You really have to be creative with the knowledge she gives you here but it’s all great
information.”

Deborah Lorentz, “Million Dollar Stylist Should Be Part of Every Cosmetology Training Program!.
Insightful. Purposeful. Inspirational.Marquetta Breslin shares her success story and shows the
reader how to follow a similar path to wealth.Part guidebook, part inspirational story, Million
Dollar Stylist will show you how to take your skills and position yourself for success. Although
this book is directed toward hair stylists, its message resonates loudly and clearly to anyone who
wants to "make it" as an entrepreneur in just about any niche market.Marquetta shines light on
how to re-think the way you're marketing your skills so that you can earn more without breaking
your back behind the chair all week. She reveals the three foundation pillars of support that you
will need to master in order to become a Million Dollar Stylist -- and it's not as difficult as you
may think!Marquetta's writing style is warm and engaging, and you'll feel as if she is sitting in
front of you and cheering you onward toward success. In fact, Million Dollar Stylist should be part
of every cosmetologist's training program. My daughter is a trained cosmetologist, and I plan to
give this book to her to challenge her way of thinking about what it takes to "make it" as a
successful hair stylist so that she can learn how to earn more than just customer tips and
product commissions.”

Paul Bright, “This book can be life change even if you don't do hair. I don't even do hair and I find
this book absolutely inspiring. It was recommended to me by a friend who knows I love to write.
And if you're a good writer people will want to read whatever you put out and Marquetta has
done just that.Million Dollar Stylist ery easy to read and communicates an important piece of
business that we forget: you are empowered to do great things if you're willing to work at it.
Seriously. I couldn't imagine what she describes in this book as being a reality for so many
stylists: they are good at what they do but are stuck at a booth making next to nothing. If you
want to do better than that, Marquetta has the answers because she brought herself from
practically poor and broke to a HUGE success not by reinventing the wheel but by creating a
doable system. You're not going to learn new weave technique in this book. You aren't going to
learn how to make a better cut. But you will DEFINITELY learn a new way of doing business that
anyone can do if they are willing to master their skills in several areas. It almost made me want to
pick up a pair of scissors!”

Mizzy, “Valuable insight!. Great book if you are looking to grow as a stylist. Many of these
concepts are not taught in school.”

Toni, “Excited about boosting my career!. I've been following Marquetta for years, like even as a



teenager. I think i may be her youngest customer lol The first thing that attracted me to her was
the fact that she's relatable, genuine, but very 'to the point.' I purchased her lace wig training
system when it was available in the form of dvds and I have not looked back since. I immediately
felt like "okay with this system i can do anything" lol after reading this Million Dollar Stylist book I
realized EVERYTHING I THINK I needed to do, CAN ACTUALLY BE DONE. Like mentioned in
the book, it will be a journey-but i know it will be fulfilling and fun along the way. It's almost like
she was inside my head as she was spot on with some of the challenges we face as stylists but
for every challenge, theres a will/way to get through and learn from it. I can wait to implement this
system into my career. Thank you so much!”

Ebook Library Reader, “A Must Buy. I read this book and it provided me with great information on
how I can be better and earn more in the industry. I'm a multicultural hair stylist and I work on all
types of hair textures. But I am stuck because I am not doing hair as much now. I didn't know
what I needed, should, or could be doing to advance my career. I have now established a social
media presence and started filming videos. I am making the strides towards better financial
success with the help of Marquetta Breslin and this book. If you are in the beauty industry and
want more for yourself and your career then you definitely need to pick up a copy of this book. I
used to think the only way to get ahead is spend more time behind the chair, learn more styling
skills, but this book tells you that there are better ways to earn more income without leaving
yourself a lot of time at home.”

Chris, “Changed my thinking and honed in on what really matters.. This book was just what I
needed when life had hit me with some personal challenges. I loved that I felt that as I was
reading Marquetta's book that I was "getting to know her" in a personal way. It challenges your
thinking and gives you hope that there is money outside the Salon and doing services.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 456 people have provided feedback.
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